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What is beha io ?What is beha io ?What is behavior?What is behavior?

 Anything that we do or sayAnything that we do or say
 Walking, talking, eating, sleeping, Walking, talking, eating, sleeping, 

thinking, learningthinking, learning
 We are all born with some behaviorsWe are all born with some behaviors

 Crying, sucking, etc.Crying, sucking, etc.
 Other behaviors are learnedOther behaviors are learned
 All behaviors are maintained and changed All behaviors are maintained and changed 

through interaction with our environmentthrough interaction with our environment



Beha io BasicsBeha io BasicsBehavior BasicsBehavior Basics

 All behavior serves a functionAll behavior serves a function
 If behaviors continue or increase they are If behaviors continue or increase they are yy

being reinforcedbeing reinforced
 Punishment is only punishment if it stops Punishment is only punishment if it stops y p py p p

or reduces problem behavioror reduces problem behavior
 Simply stopping or reducing a specific Simply stopping or reducing a specific p y pp g g pp y pp g g p

problem behavior is not enough to problem behavior is not enough to 
promote positive behaviorspromote positive behaviors



All Beha io has a F nctionAll Beha io has a F nctionAll Behavior has a FunctionAll Behavior has a Function

 We might not understand what the We might not understand what the 
function is at first . . .function is at first . . .

 We might not like the behavior . . .We might not like the behavior . . .
All behaviors serve a purpose forAll behaviors serve a purpose for All behaviors serve a purpose for All behaviors serve a purpose for 
the individualthe individual



F nction of Beha ioF nction of Beha ioFunction of BehaviorFunction of Behavior

 ReasonsReasons
 Why Why wewe do what do what wewe do . . .do . . .

andand
 Why Why theythey do what do what theythey do . . .do . . .



F nction of Beha ioF nction of Beha ioFunction of BehaviorFunction of Behavior

 Behaviors are maintained by one of the Behaviors are maintained by one of the 
following:following:

1.1. AttentionAttention

22 Escape or avoidanceEscape or avoidance2.2. Escape or avoidanceEscape or avoidance

3.3. Tangible rewards (play, toys, candy, etc.)Tangible rewards (play, toys, candy, etc.)

4.4. Sensory Sensory 



Collecting Data to Determine Collecting Data to Determine gg
Function of Behavior:Function of Behavior:

AA--BB--C AnalysisC AnalysisAA--BB--C AnalysisC Analysis
AAntecedent ntecedent BBehaviorehavior CConsequenceonsequenceqq



What is AWhat is A BB C Anal sis?C Anal sis?What is AWhat is A--BB--C Analysis? C Analysis? 

AA ntecedentntecedent
 An event that happens justAn event that happens just beforebefore thethe An event that happens just An event that happens just beforebefore the the 

behaviorbehavior

BB ehaviorehaviorBB ehaviorehavior
 Anything they do or sayAnything they do or say

CCCC onsequenceonsequence
 Events that Events that followfollow a behaviora behavior



AntecedentsAntecedentsAntecedentsAntecedents

I th l t d t?I th l t d t? Is there always an antecedent?Is there always an antecedent?
 Yes! Although it is not always easily identifiedYes! Although it is not always easily identified

 Example: SelfExample: Self--stimulatory behaviorsstimulatory behaviors

 Why is the antecedent so important?Why is the antecedent so important?
 It allows you to predict when the behavior It allows you to predict when the behavior 

may occur.may occur.
 By changing the antecedents, you can change By changing the antecedents, you can change 

the behavior.the behavior.



Conseq encesConseq encesConsequencesConsequences

E t th tE t th t f llf ll b h ib h i Events that Events that followfollow a behavior:a behavior:

1.1. ReinforcersReinforcers----increases the probability that a increases the probability that a p yp y
behavior will occur againbehavior will occur again

2.2. PunishersPunishers----decreases the probability that a decreases the probability that a u s e su s e s dec eases t e p obab ty t at adec eases t e p obab ty t at a
behavior will occur againbehavior will occur again

33 Neutral consequencesNeutral consequences----does not changedoes not change3.3. Neutral consequencesNeutral consequences does not change does not change 
the probability that the behavior will the probability that the behavior will 
increase or decreaseincrease or decrease



Determining the Function Determining the Function gg
of the Behaviorof the Behavior

ConsiderConsider Consider . . .Consider . . .
 When the behavior is most likely to occurWhen the behavior is most likely to occur
 When the behavior is least likely to occurWhen the behavior is least likely to occur When the behavior is least likely to occurWhen the behavior is least likely to occur
 What is happening before the behavior occurs (what What is happening before the behavior occurs (what 

was the child doing, parent doing, sibling doing, was the child doing, parent doing, sibling doing, 
environmental considerations, etc.environmental considerations, etc.

 What happens right after the behavior occurs (what What happens right after the behavior occurs (what 
was the child doing parent doing sibling doingwas the child doing parent doing sibling doingwas the child doing, parent doing, sibling doing, was the child doing, parent doing, sibling doing, 
environmental considerations, etc.environmental considerations, etc.



Determining the Function Determining the Function gg
of the Behaviorof the Behavior

 Develop a hypothesis for the function of Develop a hypothesis for the function of 
the behaviorthe behavior

 Test the hypothesisTest the hypothesis
Develop a behavior intervention planDevelop a behavior intervention plan Develop a behavior intervention planDevelop a behavior intervention plan



E l f F ti f B h iE l f F ti f B h iExamples of Functions of BehaviorExamples of Functions of Behavior

To Get SomethingTo Get Something
 AttentionAttention

To Avoid SomethingTo Avoid Something
 Difficult tasksDifficult tasks

 EngagementEngagement
 Sense of controlSense of control

 Social interactionSocial interaction
 Environmental stimuliEnvironmental stimuliSe se o co t oSe se o co t o

 Desirable itemsDesirable items
 Sensory input /Sensory input /

o e ta st uo e ta st u

 Sensory input / Sensory input / 
RegulationRegulation



Beha io Inte ention PlanBeha io Inte ention PlanBehavior Intervention PlanBehavior Intervention Plan

 Identify environmental adjustments Identify environmental adjustments 
and/or accommodations that may and/or accommodations that may / y/ y
decrease the challenging behavior.decrease the challenging behavior.

 Identify desirable behavior alternatives toIdentify desirable behavior alternatives to Identify desirable behavior alternatives to Identify desirable behavior alternatives to 
the challenging behavior.the challenging behavior.

 Identify strategies for teaching andIdentify strategies for teaching and Identify strategies for teaching and Identify strategies for teaching and 
reinforcing the desirable behavior.reinforcing the desirable behavior.



Basic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Behavioral StrategiesBasic Behavioral Strategies

f ff f If function is to get attention  If function is to get attention  
 Planned ignoring (ignore inappropriate behavior and Planned ignoring (ignore inappropriate behavior and 

reinforce the child as soon as he/she displays thereinforce the child as soon as he/she displays thereinforce the child as soon as he/she displays the reinforce the child as soon as he/she displays the 
appropriate behavior)appropriate behavior)

 Use the prompting/fading procedure to teach positive Use the prompting/fading procedure to teach positive 
ways to get attentionways to get attention

 If function is to get engagementIf function is to get engagement
 Follow the child’s lead to promote active engagementFollow the child’s lead to promote active engagement
 Enhance balanced turnEnhance balanced turn--taking (playful construction, taking (playful construction, 

playful negotiation)playful negotiation)playful negotiation)playful negotiation)



Basic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Behavioral StrategiesBasic Behavioral Strategies

 If function is to avoid difficult tasksIf function is to avoid difficult tasks
 Positive redirection with assistancePositive redirection with assistance
 Ensure the activity is at the child’s Ensure the activity is at the child’s 

developmental leveldevelopmental level
 If function is to get a sense of controlIf function is to get a sense of control

 Give choicesGive choices
 Be more responsive than directiveBe more responsive than directive
 Praise children for making good choicesPraise children for making good choices



Basic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Behavioral StrategiesBasic Behavioral Strategies

 If function is to get desirable items If function is to get desirable items 
 Do not allow child access to the items afterDo not allow child access to the items afterDo not allow child access to the items after Do not allow child access to the items after 

exhibiting inappropriate behavior.exhibiting inappropriate behavior.
 Indicate how/when the child can get the Indicate how/when the child can get the / g/ g

specific items specific items 
 Be sure to allow the child access to the items Be sure to allow the child access to the items 

for exhibiting desirable behavior (or for exhibiting desirable behavior (or 
approximation)approximation)



Basic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Behavioral StrategiesBasic Behavioral Strategies
 If function is to avoid environmentalIf function is to avoid environmental If function is to avoid environmental If function is to avoid environmental 

stimulistimuli
 Environmental adjustments/accommodations Environmental adjustments/accommodations j /j /

which may include:which may include:
 Less materials in front of the childLess materials in front of the child

S ll /L kS ll /L k Smaller/Larger work spaceSmaller/Larger work space
 Adjust the lighting, noise level, emotion Adjust the lighting, noise level, emotion 
 Let child stand instead of sitLet child stand instead of sit Let child stand instead of sitLet child stand instead of sit

 If function is to get sensory inputIf function is to get sensory input
 Increase visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory Increase visual, auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory , y, , y, y, , y

inputinput



Basic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Beha io al St ategiesBasic Behavioral StrategiesBasic Behavioral Strategies

 If function is to avoid social interactionIf function is to avoid social interaction
Ignore negative behaviorsIgnore negative behaviors Ignore negative behaviorsIgnore negative behaviors

 Positively redirect with supportPositively redirect with support
E ( t t bE ( t t b Ensure success (requests must be Ensure success (requests must be 
developmentally appropriate)developmentally appropriate)
Enhance balanced turnEnhance balanced turn takingtaking Enhance balanced turnEnhance balanced turn--takingtaking



Additional Beha io al St ategiesAdditional Beha io al St ategiesAdditional Behavioral StrategiesAdditional Behavioral Strategies

 Positive reinforcement (natural whenever Positive reinforcement (natural whenever 
possible)possible)p )p )

 ShapingShaping
Prompting/Fading ProcedurePrompting/Fading Procedure Prompting/Fading ProcedurePrompting/Fading Procedure

 Task AnalysisTask Analysis
 Model/Request ImitationModel/Request Imitation
 Incidental teachingIncidental teachinggg



Q estions??Q estions??Questions??Questions??


